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Introduction

Concerned only with analyzing television as an unmoving

and undynOmic mode of instruction, researchers in the past have

tended to overlook the fact that it is a variable medium that can be

so produced to lit particular Instructional functions and in so

doing provide a most suitable means for 4411:17.411:44-249 instruction.

The realm of educational television has been discussed* in terms of

learning theories and functions of instruction, th'e individual learner,

and production tkchniques. Although researchable entities.in

themselves, in terms of present and future, esearch and theorizing

on the impact of instructional television, they are seen as a

three-way interaction which makes up a media nockage or what Allen

(1971i calls a fou`ndation for a theory of instructional media.

Lumsdaine (1968i states that instructional media research

is basicbily research on learning. Therefore television as a

teaching device musfi have incorporated within its medium those

necessary instructi nal.procedures that any good teach r would

follow. Snow.'and Salomon (1968} take this point one st p further

by statIngthat InstictIonal technology must be oonceptdalized ai.

some combination of learning theory and individual differences.

This theory is based n the premise that both media and the individual

learner have eeetain a tributes specific to them and through '

aptitude- treatment -intef action, the best fit between these attributes

is found. Recent resea ch (Gaga, 1970; Salomon & Snow, 1968: Snow
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& Salomon, 1968; Salomon, 1972) stresses the importance of the

threerway inte ction between the medium, the Individual learner);

and the learning task, taking into account bjOrh theories and

variables'of lear.41mandkthe learner, prAduction principles and

variables, and the `structure of the learning task. This seems to

be the direction that research In educational television is now
1

taking in order that mbre valid conclusions can

medium than had been made in the past.

"LearnTrig is, after all, an ltdividual matter, in which

essential isliosynciatic elements must be,suppfied by thd learner

himself." (Gagne,
(

1g7.01r, 62)

be drawn about the

In his discussion of learning and

the IndIVIdual, Gagne suggests that a student can contribute to hls
4 t.

4
1

.own learning by estabilshlt conditions of learning and functirsof
:. 4

'Instruction to suit his own needs. As most learnInglpeories take,.
i

imposes on a task' eaforrnlearning occurs when the student, himself

of intellectual processing whether it be calleclmediation,,coding,

or set. Naturally the stimuli pretented to the learner are an

imptelaant aspect of learning as a whole, but it Is how the student.

*processes these stimuli that leads to so many individual differences

in achievement. For this reason methods of instruction must focus

on the Individual student and what better way of &ling this than by

means of television which has almost booindless properties for

satisfying the prerequisites for individualization. This Is supported

by Fowles and Yoyat (1974) who state that television must provide

4
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relevaniklearning experiences to a broad range of viewers.

The above discussion leads to the question of cognitive

style and how various modes of information processing affect the

capabilities of an Individual learner. Psychological 'theory has it

0

that individuals process information according to the cognitive

structures that they have acquired through experiencb. in their

discussion of aptitude-treatment-interaction, Salomon and Snow (1968)

elaborate on this by stating that individual learners approach a

given task according to aptitudes charadteristic of them. The

question at band Is how the various media can be so produced to

alter these existing structures and at the same time enable the

individual learner to react differently to new stimull. As Nunney

and 11111 (1974) point out, cognitive style is not immutable.

According to them) the important thing is to match. the cognitive

style of the student to the 'style of the mode 'of presentation of

Information andiby so doing, gear the med(la presentations to the
._

individuaj st ngths and weaknesses cif the individual learners.

Cooney and Allen (1964) examined the nonlinear relationships among

humans and their informational environments and concluded that "the

development of a learning experience might be optimally controlled

by precise placement of cuef,designed to shift the emotional and

.logical frames of reference of the learner" (p. 318).

Several theorbticians in the field of media a e now calling

for relevant research based on the above premise concer ing the
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Interaction between those Intel,
\

ctual capabiiitles of individual
J

students and those elements peculiar to television or other media.

In calling for bases for future research Anderson (1972) states

that "the relationships of visual television communication techniques

to theoretical models of perception and learning ought to be

investigated more thoroughly than in the past. There should be al
\.$

Conscious attempt to link production techniques to.specific roles

they might play in aiding pallticular types of learning, with specific

types of behavidural objectives (p. 60. His statement summarizes

the feelings other educational communicators (Lumsdaine, 1968; Alien,

1971; and Meichenbaum, 1972) ave)expressea concerning the directions

ii.......,
i

that research in the field sh uid tak .

It is these,fee/lOs about t direction that research in

the area of educational inedia should t e.that has stimulated the

folloOing research prt oposal. This study will concern itself' with

describ1ng, through eye vement research, We Information-pkocessing

that takes place between individuals possessing a certain cognitive

taeacity relevant to their degree of Locus of Control and relative

age, as they view televisi n and a statismedium such as slides or

film strips.

Locus of control Is a fairly now concept in the domain of

cognitive styles, but lately has attracted much research attention.

Locus of control is the extent to hlch the individual perceives

theft it is his own behaviour khich etermines what happens to him



(Stephens, 1973). Rotter's (1966) discussion further implies the

definition of locus ofcentral expectancies - "Internal control"

which is tt ex)ent to which an individual perceives his fate to be

an outcome of his own actions, and "external control" or the extemt

to which one perceives his fate as being dete'rmined by chance or

the whims of others (ShIcle, 1971).

"It is assymel that a child' tendency (prObabilliy) of

associating the occurrence of a reinf cement with his own behaviour,

rather than with some other event or ?nditlon, may reflect the

degree to.which he per elves his behtviour as the primary contingency

for that reinforcem. ent and therefor the (subjective) probability of

the contingency of that reinforcem nt on his behaviour" (Stephens and

Delys) 1973A, p. 56). Stephens an Delys have tome to the preceding

conclusion in the light of their research on the antecedents of

feelings'af locus control'in pr school children. Furthermore they

sight (Stephens and Delys, 197 ) the results of the Coleman report

(Coleman, 1966) on the equall* of educational opportunity In wOlch

It is concluded that Childre s feelings of being able to affect

their environments and futur s Is more important than all school
-,

,factors put together.

A major, conclusIT that Stephens has come to that is relevant

to this study;is that the development of internal control expectancies

Is correlated with cognitive-intellectual develoOment (Stephens, 1970,

71, 72, 73). This, he states, could mean either that faster development

7
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'of internal control expectancies could accelerate intellectual

development; that ft): reverse it true, that because of their faster

intellectual development children sooner acqulre inter* control

expectancies; or that both or neither Is true. He suggests a
i

safe expectation however - that Internal-Extern 1 (1E) development

and intellectual development tend to Alhance eac other in more of

a symbiotic than parasitic relationship. Aft im tent conclusion
Alt

however is that 1E control seems to "affect the r to of acquisition

of successful problem-solving strategies, of sche4ata, and of various

cognitive contents, processes, and skills" (Stephens 1970, p. 2).

Stephens describes research reieva t to.the hment

of compensatory or preschool environment It ventio tchnigts

. based on instilling those elements of internal control into dii-

advantaged children. \ Ag a result of this res rch he and Oelys haver .

delineated those parental and teacher variOle that,have pr ven

successful in doing se(Stephens 0 al, 1971). He'has shown that

'indirect control" is more successAil than "dl ct control" tech-

_

for teachers III Instilling i nternal.con rol expectationsoin

children (Stephens, 1971) and that encouragements attentiveness: and

cooperativeness are a few of the relevant maternal variables
1

J(Stephens, 1973): interestingly end gh, Crandall- (1973) has found

i

that Internality at later develoome al stages is best facilitated

*

by. external environmental variables .hat are antithetic41 to those

that Ins-1-111 ihternal expectancies in younger children.

It

8
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A major result of Stephens's research in (-eiatiOto what.

has been so far discussed In terms of instructional media and

Individualizing instruction Is that he has shown that gays can be''

found to experimentally iperease the rate of internal control ex-

pectancies in young children which can lead to an enhancement of

cognitive development. Certainly television a other forms of In-
.

structionai media could play a key role in 'relation to this finding

if more was known about the cognitive processes Involved In relation

to IE control expectalcies and the reinforcement contingencies that

. 1

So affect these mediating processes.
s

Other findings relevant to the conclusion that locus of

control is related to cognitive development that have evolved from

recent.locus of Introl research are that scores In the direction
I._

of inta al locus of control are shown to increase with age (ShIpe,

1971); i t IE co trol correlates positively with academic

achieyement (McGhe and Crandall, 1968; Reilmants, 1970; Chance, 1968);

that internal con4 of correlates positively with both persistence

on intellectual t ks and reflectrvity XCrandall, 1970); and that

1E control is reIaied tO attention deployment and the tendency to

N 1

. I seek informatfoh (Qlavis

.,

and Phares, 1967) and to use information
,

f; (Pharos et al, 1968). Furthermore,, as rrorted by Stephens e1972),

/ \Poindexter has Ihdated a signIficantcrelatiOn between IE control

and the Slotsen IQ test.

It is the Davis and Phare conclusions that are of major

It
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concern to this studyi\ knd through eye mov ent research more insights

will be g ined as to the effect of IE contro and the attentional

variables that play e key role in the interactPpn between the

Individual learner and the mode of instruction.

.1.4

that althild's eye fixations reflect his cognitive approach to the

The proposed research Is based on.the u derlying assumption

task and that eye Move ntssare indicative of attending behaviour

(Fleming, It; Mackw rth and Bruner, p66). In the same fashion

Yarbus (19611 has concluded that It "its natural that the sequence

and duration of fixation on the element\ of the object are determined

by the process of thinking which accompanies the interpretation of

the Information Hence people that think different, see di ferent"
. ,

(p. 53).

Furthermore, VurOillot (1968) has found that child en under

six yeari of age can only'a limited part of each stimulus, *thus

making judgments Cwinsufficlent evidence. She found, and describes 1

her findings in relation to Piagetian theory, that children under

six are unable to relate to the different'parts of the object to be

perceived which leads to poor differentiation of the elements. She

describes the perceptual strategies of young children as being

"syncretic" or lackingin coordination between alalysis and syn-

.thes,is. It is therefore important for relevant timull to be high-

lighted in the stimulus field In order to fedii ate learnIn6, par-
,

ticularly In younger children, Collins (1970) study on the ,learning

10
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of essential and non-essential content in a media presentation supports

this latter,statement. Collins found that learning of essential con-

tent increases es a linear function of age. Inother words,

selective attention seems to be a developmental process. This is

consistent with Plagetian theory that predicts an increase with age

of the extent in time and space of the range of perceptual activity,

As Fowles and' Voyat point out in relation to Piagetian theory, a,

child who transcends the preoperational to the more abstract ways

of thl7king, also moves from a more egocentric to an objective point

of view perceptually. They also point out that any mode of in-

structional presentation'must take into account the fact'that not

all children viewing a program are at the same level of cognitive

development, and that how,they respond to a media presentation is

very much dependent on some specific situation internal to the

Individual. These latter statements concerning perceptual develop-

ment also have relevan e to the study of 1E control particularly in

relation to Plaget's t eorizing on egocentriim in the younger child.

1

1 : As other researchers have done (Tinker, 1958; Taylor, 965;
1

Yarbus, 1961; Gould, 19113; Nunnapy, 1973; Drake, 1970; and Fleming,

1969, for example), Vuri)illot uses the number of eye fixations as '

an estimation of the am.euntof Information collected during t e

exploration of t e stimulus, and it is those areas high in in or-
1

mativeness where re fixations are concentrated (14ackworth and

Morandi, 1967; Guba et al, 1964). 'Adequate scanning strategies are
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exemplified by eye fixations, that are concentrated in the.higii In-

formation areas. The reverse would be true of Inadequate in4ormition

processing or encoding strategies as was shown by Briggs (1973), and

01Bryan and Silverman (1972). Impro;/ed reading skill results in'

fewer fixations, fewer regressions, shorpr span ottfixation, in-

creased span of recognition per fixation, and'Indreased rate of com-

prehension (Tinker, 1958). However, it must be'remembered, as

pointed out by Taylor (1965) that eye movements are only descriptions

of good or poor reading strategies, not a cause or effect of reading

ability. Their utility lieF.In their ability to discoVer how an

Individualattacks a problem,'Ilow he/she distr^ibetes effort'in

problem- solving; and how he/she might ,change a strategy in the course

of a sotution. As Fleming points out, "eye movements lead to a

theoretical interpretatipn, of research data and a practical prog-
,

nosis of'what might improve the 'readability' of a message" (p. 396).

FUrthermore, and this.ca be in erpreted in relation to this proposed

study., in particular and the roduction and evaluation of in-

1

slructional media in gene al, Fleming feels that eye movements are

uldful indicators of whet er a designer of an instructional program

has fulfilled his objecti es or whether a researcher has met his

hypotheses.

in relation to the aspects of loct4 of control previously

discussed and to be studied here, scdrinteresiing,findings are

sighted in the literature on eye movements. Faw and Nunnally (1967)
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found that not only did eye movements covary with stimulus character-

Istics such as complexity and novelty, but they alsd were related

to the affective tong of the stimulus field. This finding has im7

patent lmpilcations when discussing the stimulus characteristics

and motivational variables that affect attention, particularly in

relation to 1E control as it relates to the affective value of

stimuli In the visual field. In discussing their results, Faw and

Nunnally call for further research into the developmental aspects

that might influence affective tones and informational value.
/A

Concerning eye movements and media, Cuba, Wolf, de Groat,

Kremeyer, Van Atte, and Light (1964) base theinfresearch on the
r

premise that "chlkdren have certain 'natural' eye movement patterns

which they utilize in learning from the television medium and that

different modes of visual presentation utilize these patterns more

or less advantageously" (p. 387). They 461'that individual differences

are reflected in eye movement patterns. A most important conclusion

to their research, and relevant to this 44-udy, is their feelifig that"

eye movements come very close to a.physiologiCal indicator of id-

telligence. Wed on this assumption and a previous one made in

relation IV IE control and intelligence,ithis study holds some

Interesting findings to be discovered through a description of eye
0

'A/hove:writs.'

The original premise of Guba it al sighted abovels the

basis for another aspect of this study - 1.e. comparing two modes

13



of instruction by means of eye movement: analysis. One value of eye

movement studies, as mentioned by Wolf (1971), is that they can be
.

indicative of how an individual responds to various stimulus materials.

Past research comparing the various medium as methods of presenting

visuallzid Instruction have been inconsistent in their conclusions

althoughdt is generally acknowledged that no significant differences

exist between the effectiveness of two or more visual media (Dwyer,

1973; Jamison, ppes and Wells, 1974).; Dwyer presents some fairly
4

otitdated research comeartng tilmstrips and television of which

filmstrips Nved to be the most effecttve mode of Instruction. How-

,

ever since tags research, there have been many changes in 'the pro-
-

duction techniques of television that have proven to be able to make

Important or relevant cues more salient to a learner. Dwyer does con-
. e.

clude, though, that the methods of presentation useein his study

(television, slides, programmed instruction) are not equally effective

In presenting visualized material. In their review, Jamison, Suppes;

and Wells put the blame for the "no significant'ditierence findings"

on experimental designs that imp* such stringent coftrols on the

formats usedto present the content a4oss the various media that

everything but the medium is being held constant. They do suggest

however that turtber researe into a comparison of the various modes

of instruction should concern itself with the long term effects of

Individualizatiod. This point is also stressed by Snow, Tiffin,

and Seibert (1965t whose findings suggests that fferent methods

14
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of teaching the same subject matter can befacilitory or inhibitIng

dep6nding on the characteristics of the learners that interact with

the methods of presentation. Allen and Weintraub (1968) suggest that

the motion
.

variable peculiar to a televised mode of presenting

visual stimuli is more effective because of proddction techniques

that elfin the differentiation of relevant stimuli. Computer

bridging'is an excellent example of television's ability to guide

eye movements. Finally, on the subject Of various modes of preset)-

tatilon, it must be remembered that no valid combarison between modes

of, presentation can be made unless the content of the instructionJ
,

Is established as equivalent across modes.

Hypothesis

In light of the preceding statements on modes of instructional

,presentation, eye movements, perceptual development, and locus of

control, the following hypotheses have been formulated:

(1) Older children will exhibit more efficient scanning strategies
and will comprehend better than will younger children.

(2) internally controlled children will exhibit more efficient
scanning strategies and will comprehend better than will exter-
nally Controlled children.

(3) A televised presentation will yield more efficient scanning
strategies and better comprehension for the externally con-
trolled individuals, than will a static presentation.

(4) There will be no difference across modes of presentation In
the scanning strategies and comprehension of internally con-
trolled individuals.

r
5Efficient scanning strategies lead to better comprehension

of program content.

15
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Procedure

Subjects and Design

Subjects will be siltty-four children equally split on age,

locus of control, and mode of presentation. The design Is a 2 x 2 x 2

with eight subjects in each cell as diagrammed:

Locus of Control

Method

4/5 yr.

olds

9 yr.

olds

N ; 8 N g 8

N g 8 N g 8

T.V. Slide

Mode of presentation

Segments from the CTW program Electric Company are to be

used as the stimulus. ,It has been demonstrated that preschoolers

are attracted to certain segments of Electric Cogpany (Graham, 1973)

and It is these segments that are to be used In this study. In order

to insure'similar contentbover presentptions, a slide ,presentation

using the visuals froll the :television program concurrently with the

same voice over will be designed for the purposes of this study.

Subjectt01.1 becpre-tested on degree of locus of control,
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Intelligence, and knowledge of program content. Locus of control

will be evaluated by means of the DRCI, a Locus of ControOt measure

specifically d6signed by Stephens a d Delys for preschoolers and

children. The subjects will then be assigned to their respective

cells (see diagram) and presented -wit
\

the visual presentation. Eye

movement recordings are to be simultan usiy taken by means of a

Mackworth eye marker recorder (Mackwort 1967). The eye movements

will be analyzed, using a computerized m thod being presently

worked out by Henderson and Mock, to Bete -mine which cells viewed

the important elements of the' presentation Efficient information-

processing strategies are to be defined by c.Iustering of eye move-
.

mbhts In the relevant areas of-the visual f eld, and the direction

of eye.mov4ments (Briggs, 1973). A post-tes on program content-

willbe given to the groups to assess any int ractions between

comprehension and eye movements. Thus to deperidOn variables, eye

movement recordings and a measure of program content comprehension

are to be employed in this study.

1
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